
CONTROL THEORY APPLIED TO QUANTUMCHEMISTRY: SOME TRACKS.CLAUDE LE BRISAbstratWe present a short introdution to the models in use for the simulation ofthe evolution of a moleular system in the ontext of Quantum Chemistry.We explain how these models an provide experts at ontrol theory with in-teresting topis of investigation, and how ontrol theory an in turn be ofgreat usefulness in the modelling of the laser ontrol of hemial reations.Some traks for mathematial investigations are indiated.R�esum�eNous pr�esentons une br�eve introdution aux mod�eles utilis�es en Chimie Quan-tique pour la simulation de l'�evolution d'un syst�eme mol�eulaire. Nous ex-pliquons omment es mod�eles peuvent fournir des sujets de reherhe quenous royons pertinents pour la ommunaut�e des math�ematiiens experts enth�eorie du ontrôle, et omment de telles �etudes peuvent �a leur tour être tr�esutiles aux himistes pour la ompr�ehension du ontrôle des r�eations him-iques par laser. Nous indiquons des pistes possibles pour une reherhe denature math�ematique. Keywordsontrol theory, optimal ontrol, Shr�odinger equation, nonlinear evolutionPDEs, ellipti PDEs, mathematial physis, quantum models.This paper was presented as an invited leture at the International Con-gress on Control of systems governed by PDEs, Nany, Frane, Marh 1999.It has been submitted for publiation in ESAIM PROC.
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CONTROL THEORY APPLIED TO QUANTUM CHEMISTRY: SOME TRACKS. 31. IntrodutionQuantumChemistry aims at understanding the properties of matter throughthe modelling of its behaviour at the mirosopi sale. It is undoubtedlya new �eld of investigations for applied mathematiians. The story begantwenty years ago from a rather theoretial standpoint with the fundamentalontributions of E.H. Lieb, B. Simon, H. Br�ezis and oworkers, and on-tinued with the works of P-L. Lions. A rapid list of the most signi�antartiles in this �eld should inlude at least the following [22, 23, 24℄ (For aomplete list, we refer to [5, 11, 12℄). To this day, it sounds reasonable tolaim that most of the moleular models of Quantum Chemistry are nowwell understood mathematially and have been arefully analyzed1. The fo-us has now turned either towards the side of the study of the ondensedphase (See [7, 10℄), or towards the side of numerial analysis (See [25℄). How-ever, to the best of the author's knowledge, no applied mathematiian haspayed attention yet to the rihness and variety of problems that an arisefrom the interplay between ontrol theory and Quantum Chemistry. A largeamount of work in this diretion has soon been aomplished by eminenthemists suh as H. Rabitz and his ollaborators (See the short review [19℄on the optimal ontrol of hemial reations using laser beams, the works[4, 30, 32, 34, 36, 37, 38℄ and the referenes therein), but no mathematiianseems to be involved in this sienti� adventure. The present artile has themodest goal to draw the attention of the ommunity of experts at ontroltheory to some relevant problems of Quantum Chemistry.Before we enter (some) tehnialities, let us briey state the problem weshall deal with. Basially, the evolution of a moleular system (all what wewill say below an be adapted to more ompliated mirosopi systems,but for our explanatory treatment, we prefer to restrit ourselves to thesimple ase of a (small) moleular system) is governed by the time-dependentShr�odinger equation ( i� �t = H  ; (0) =  0;(1)where H is the Hamiltonian of the moleular system \at rest". If we apply tothis moleular system a laser �eld (whih will play the role of the \ontrol"),the above equation is modi�ed into( i� �t = H  +E(t)x1 ; (0) =  0;(2)where the (salar real) eletri �eld E(t) varies in time, the laser being �xedin the x1 diretion, say.It is noteworthy to already mention that the arateristi length and timeof this equation are the atomi ones, namely 1 Angstr�om (10�10 m) and50 femtoseonds (50: 10�15 s).1Of ourse, some questions (of outstanding diÆulty) remain open, but a large body ofwork has been ahieved.



4 CLAUDE LE BRISThe purpose of the ontrol by laser an be stated as follows: design thelaser �eld E(t) in suh a way that the moleular system attains (exatly, orat least approximately) some given state  T at time t = T . In most (but notall) appliations, both the initial state and the target state  T are atuallysteady states of some hamiltonian at rest, H itself or another one (We wantto \jump" from a steady state to another one). In addition, let us alreadymake preise that the suess of the enterprise is measured in pratie by ariterion expliitly involving the salar produt <  (T );  T > rather thanthe norm k (T ) �  T k : indeed, we want some projetion of the �nal stateto be like this or like that, whih amounts to presribing some symmetry ofthe �nal state for instane.On equation (2), the fundamental properties of the ontrol problems weshall deal with already appear :1: - this is a bilinear ontrol problem : the state  is multiplied by theontrol E(t),2: - this is a distributed-in-time ontrol : at the length sale of the mole-ular system, the laser �eld is seen as a homogeneous �eld in spae, itonly varies in time,3: - this is (likely to be) an open-loop ontrol : the harateristi time ofthe proess is so small that (at least for today's tehnology) it annotbe possible to reat as fast as the moleular system (in other wordsthe only system that an reat as fast as the moleular system is themoleular system itself), the eletri �eld is set (programmated) inadvane, and then the experiment goes.In the following setions, we shall give some details on the above state-ments so that the reader may make his own opinion on the feasibility of amathematial analysis in this framework.Before we get to the heart of the matter, we believe it is useful to givesome basis on the one hand about the models in use in Quantum Chemistry(Setion 2 below), and on the other hand on some tehnial data on lasertehnology that it is safe to keep in mind (Setion 3). We also give there ashort overview on the ontrol theory applied to Quantum Chemistry.In Setion 4, we then introdue some time dependent models for a mole-ular system, and suggest in Setion 5 a toy model that an be derived fromit and treated as a \test ase". Finally, we draw some onlusions.2. Basis of Quantum ChemistryThis setion is to be seen as a short user's guide for an expert at ontroltheory that would be urious of knowing more on the models of QuantumChemistry. A more general and omprehensive introdution an be foundfor instane in [13, 18, 21, 27, 29, 35℄. For the theoretial bakground omingfrom Quantum Mehanis, we refer to [20, 26℄ e.g. We only give here a briefoverview of the stationary models, without getting into the details nor inthe rigorous foundations. The time dependent models will be the topi ofSetion 4. Let us antiipate on that by saying, somewhat formally, that to�gure what a time dependent model is reading the following stationary onesis quite intuitive : just insert a partial derivative with respet to time i ��t+



CONTROL THEORY APPLIED TO QUANTUM CHEMISTRY: SOME TRACKS. 5in front of the stationary operator. Of ourse, this will be made preise inSetion 5.The agstone of any moleular modelling is the alulation of the groundstate of the moleular system. It onsists in the following minimizationproblemU(�x1; � � � ; �xM ) = inf fh e;He(�x1; � � � ; �xM ) �  ei;  e 2 He; k ek = 1g(3)where He denotes the eletroni HamiltonianHe(�x1; � � � ; �xM ) = � NXi=1 �xi � NXi=1 MXk=1 zkjxi � �xkj + X1�i<j�N 1jxi � xjj :(4)In the above equation, the nulei are �xed at positions �xk, with hargezk, a � k � M . This is the so-alled Born-Oppenheimer approximation,based upon the observation that the nulei an be treated as lassial par-tiles beause they are far heavier than the eletrons. At this stage, thepositions �xk are supposed to be known. So far they are only parameters ofthe eletroni problem, but atually they will be optimized afterwards (seebelow). The normalized wavefuntion desribing the state of the N eletronstypially2 belongs to a subspae He of L2a(IR3N ) (the subsript a stands forantisymmetri funtions beause of the Pauli exlusion priniple).The above problem, whih amounts to �nding the smallest eigenvalue inHe e = �e e(5)is well understood mathematially. However, it annot be treated in pratie.The overwhelming diÆulty is twofold. First, the size of the spae L2(IR3N )beomes prohibitive even for a small number N of eletrons. Seond, theso-alled bieletroni term X1�i<j�N 1jxi � xjj in (4) inreases the omplexityof the omputations. Consequently, approximations of this exat problemhave been developped and numerially simulated.Basially, the models of Quantum Chemistry that approximate (3)-(4)range in two lasses : the lass of the Density Funtional Theory (DFT)models, and that of the Hartree-Fok (HF) type models.The idea of the DFT (see [13, 21, 27, 29℄) is to replae problem (3)-(4) bya problem set on the eletroni density� = N ZIR3(N�1) j ej2(x; x2; � � � ; xN ) dx2 � � � dxN ;(6)whih has the advantage to be a funtion of only 3 variables instead of 3N .Next, one approximates the energy by a funtional of this density � (whenethe name of the approah). The determination of this approximated energyfuntional is the topi of many researhes in today's theoretial hemistry.Atually, the pratial implementation of the DFT resembles that of theHartree-Fok approximation. Therefore, we shall fous heneforth on that2For simpliity, we forget the spin variable.



6 CLAUDE LE BRISlatter approximation, keeping in mind that the mathematial and omputa-tional issues are relevant for both approahes.The Hartree-Fok approximation (see [18, 21, 35℄) onsists in reduing theomplexity of problem (3)-(4) by restriting the test funtion  e to be of theform of a determinant of N funtions of L2(IR3) (this is the prototype ofa funtion of L2a(IR3N )). By testing the Hamiltonian (4) on this restritedlass of funtions, we obtained the Hartree-Fok problemIHF = inffEHF ('1; :::; 'N ); 'i 2 H1(R3);ZR3 'i'j = Æijg;(7) EHF ('1; :::; 'N ) = NXi=1 Z jr'ij2 � NXi=1 Z � MXk=1 zkjxi � �xkj�'2i+12 ZZ �(x)�(y)jx� yj � 12 ZZ j�(x; y)j2jx� yj ;(8)where �(x; y) = NXi=1 'i(x)'i(y); �(x) = �(x; x):(9)It is easy to see that the Euler-Lagrange Equations assoiated to (7)-(8) readas the following system of N equations, whih is of the form of a (nonlinear)eigenvalue problem �H��i = �i�i(10)where �H� is the Hartree-Fok Hamiltonian�H� = ��� MXk=1 zkj � ��xkj +0� NXj=1 j�j j2 ? 1jxj1A� NXj=1��j � ? 1jxj��j:(11)This system of equations an then be attaked numerially3. Of ourse,some more sophistiated models4 might be onstruted upon the basis ofthis model, but the essential feature is here.What is obvious in the formulation (8) (and whih also applies to DFTtype models) is that the prie to pay to make from (3)-(4) a numeriallytratable problem is nonlinearity. This will be one of the main diÆulty,whih we shall keep in our toy model of Setion 5.As announed above, one the eletroni ground state is alulated, manyomputations remain to be done, suh as the determination of the exitedstates, or the determination of the nulear on�guration (�x1; � � � ; �xM ) thatyields the minimum total energy U(�x1; � � � ; �xM ) (suh a proess is alledgeometry optimization). Next, dipolar moments, polarizabilities, and a lot3From the standpoint of the ontrol theory, let us mention that the stationary Hartree-Fok model (7)-(8) gives rise to an interesting (open) question, namely that of the Opti-mized E�etive Potential problem: minimize the Hartree-Fok energy (8) over the set ofeigenvetors �i of some Shr�odinger operator ��+V , and then try to �nd the optimal Vthat yields the lowest energy.4Take a sum of determinants, ...



CONTROL THEORY APPLIED TO QUANTUM CHEMISTRY: SOME TRACKS. 7of other physial and hemial properties of the moleular system understudy an be evaluated. We refer the reader to our bibliography.Likewise, for extensions of the models introdued above to the ase of theondensed phase, liquid or solid, we refer the reader to [28, 31℄. The sequelof this artile would apply, mutatis mutandis, to the more sophistiated lassof models desribed therein.3. A rapid introdution to the laser ontrol tehnology:theory and experimentThe use of laser tehnology in hemistry goes bak to the sixties. Amongall the problems that were attaked through this then new tehnology was thehallenge to break a given bond determined in advane in a given moleule.The anonial example is the linear moleule onsisting say of 20 atoms,and where we want to break, right in the middle, the ninth bond. Theintuitive idea was that it was suÆient to �t the laser frequeny on that ofthe target bond (modelled as an harmoni osillator, whih is ommon inthat framework) to give to this bond a huge amount of energy and therefore�nally make it break (suh a strategy is alled mode seletive hemistry).The aw in this argument is that the bonds are atually not independentfrom one another: onsequently, the laser energy does not onentrate on thetarget bond, but rather spreads over the whole moleule, through the gameof interferenes. In other words, the design of the onvenient laser �eld is notso obvious, and the intuition fails. The problem has to be set in a ontroltheory language. In addition, the modelling of a hemial reation an gofurther than the simple \stationary" image given above : in a simpli�edview, it is nothing else but the breakings of a few well hosen bonds, but ina more sophistiated manner, we an see it as an evolution in time. Suhquestions have been attaked by Rabitz and oworkers.The onsequene of the above observation is that the optimal laser �eld tobe used is not neessarily a splendid sine funtion. It might be muh morehaoti (see Figure 1). Typially, what is needed is an eletri �eld that hassome given shape at the sale of a few tenth of pioseond. Therefore thequestion arises as to know what kind of signal an tehnially be done bylasers. Let us briey give some insight into this.Today, lasers available on the ommerial market ommonly permits pulseswhose duration is of the order of one tenth of pioseond. Current researhin laboratories is direted towards building lasers that produe impulsionsof one hundredth of pioseond (that is 10 femtoseonds). Of ourse, theshorter the impulsion, the larger the bandwidth : one annot be too de-manding on both items. In terms of power, the short term goal is theTable-Top-Terawatt (1012 Watt), and further the Petawatt (1015 Watt) inany laboratory. Here again, a ompromise has to be made between powerand duration: the highest power annot be emitted during a \long" time.In addition to the duration, the power, and the bandwidth of the impul-sion, two other tehnologial data of importane are a) the modulation rise-time, that is the time neessary to establish the given shape of the impulsion(one an play with that, for reating a moderate pulse in an extremely shorttime an be almost as eÆient as giving to the system a \slowly" inreasingmore powerful impulsion) : the typial modulation risetime available today



8 CLAUDE LE BRISis 5 femtoseonds, b) the repetition frequeny, as it is important to be ableto make a lot of experiments in a short time5; today the frequeny rangesfrom 10 Hertz to one kiloHertz, depending on the power.Finally, the hemist must establish a trade-o� between all these tehno-logial onstraints in order to hoose the most eÆient way to proeed.Experimentaly, today's state of the art of laser ontrol of hemial rea-tions is still at a very early stage, to the best of the author's knowledge. Theshort term goal is to disriminate among the possible ways of dissoiationfor a moleule, like in ABC �! 8<: A + BCAB + CA + B + C:Another goal an for instane be to prevent dissoiation of a moleularsystem (to give it as muh energy as possible, and let it release that energyin one go). So far, doing (experimentally) isotopi separation of hydrogenwith laser ontrol is possible, and urrent researh is direted towards goingfurther6.On the theoretial side, things are more advaned.As mentioned above, there is a lot of works devoted to the appliation ofontrol theory to some models of QuantumChemistry: [30, 32, 34, 36, 37, 38℄.The mathematiian will be most inspirated by these works. However, someomments are in order.1: - most of the works deal either with optimal ontrol on a very simpli�edmodel, or with exat ontrol on a �nite dimensional approximation,2: - there seems to be plenty of room for improvement in the mathemat-ial proofs [30℄, and in the numerial analysis [37℄,3: - there is a huge disrepany between the sophistiation of the the-oretial models that are available for the simulation of the evolutionof moleular systems, and the simpli�ed models that are atually usedin the theoretial arguments for ontrol theory. Typially, either theSh�odinger equation itself is used, whih is tehnially very limitingbeause only a \signi�ant" subsystem (of very limited size) of the to-tal system an be onsidered, or some very rude approximation of theShr�odinger equations is used, whih in turn also dramatially reduesthe sope of the study.4: - what is probably partially responsible for the observation 3 - is thefat that although a large number of odes are available for the simu-lation of the steady state of a moleular system and for the assoiated5Note that this is (again) a highly unommon feature of the ontrol theory applied toquantum hemistry : we are here in a framework where we an do plenty of experimentsin a minute. This is obviously not the ase in other �elds of engineering sienes. Andthis must be taken into aount.6More preisely, the hemists usually lassify the tehniques of ontrol in experimentalquantum hemistry into three ategories : those of optimal ontrol (works by Rabitz andollaborators, these are the ones we fous on), those of oherent ontrol (use of more thanone single laser in order to reate onstrutive interferenes and lead the moleule wheredesired, works by Brumer and ollaborators [4℄), and those of nonlinear ontrol (use ofvery intense laser beams, works by Bandrauk and ollaborators).
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E(t)

t=0
a few tenths of  psFigure 1. A typial output of optimal ontrol theoryapplied to the evolution of a moleular system: thelaser �eld to be used in order to approah the targetstate.physio-hemial properties, there are only a few of them whose a-pabilities inlude the simulation of time dependent phenomena7. Inaddition, these \rare" ode are mostly home-made odes, rather on�-dential, and not ommerial user-friendly worldwide known odes.5: - apparently, onnetions seem to be missing between hemists do-ing the theoretial works and hemists doing the experiments. Thefat that oversimpli�ed models are used in the theoretial works andthe numerial simulations seem to play some role here, beause theyare likely to make diÆult the omparison between experiment andnumerial simulation. Using more sophistiated models ould help inthat respet.For all the above reasons, it seems that we mathematiians ould try todo something in this �eld. Of ourse, the author does not pretend that amathematial approah (what is more if made by him) will sueed wherethe hemial somewhat pragmati approah has failed. But at least it ando no harm.Before we suggest a way to proeed, let us emphasize the following fat.In view of the tehnologial data realled above, there is a legitimatequestion that an be asked. When we de�ne our mathematial model (2)for the laser ontrol, we shall need to presribe a lass of admissible ontrolsE(t). Then1: - should we stik to reality and onsider in our lass of mathematialadmissible �elds E(t) only �elds that are feasible by today's state ofthe art of the laser tehnology (indeed, this is often a ritis made tothe theoretiian that he must take into aount the onstraints of thereal life), or2: - should we extend the lass of admissible ontrols to eletri �eldsthat we de�nitely know to be irrealisti today ?It turns out that both hoies are orret and useful. As it might seemunlear for the seond hoie, let us emphasize that one useful output of7Time-dependent phenomena are mostly approahed through the determination of fre-quenies, and not as suh.



10 CLAUDE LE BRISa theoretial ontrol approah in this ontext ould be a signi�ant helpin the design of the next generation of lasers, or more generally on thenext generation of devies used in laser tehnology. Indeed, it is somewhatdiÆult, without disposing of any onrete need and without formulating itin preise statements, to give diretions and antiipate for the need of lasers.Saying \for the appliation we have in mind, we would need to generatean eletri �eld of the following shape, within the following risetime" wouldtherefore provide some help in that respet.In other words, the situation is suh that we an feel free on the theoretialside, and this is good news.4. Towards more sophistiated models: Approximations of thetime-dependent Shr�odinger equation for moleular systemsWe onsider a hemial system onsisting of M nulei and of N eletrons.Denoting by mk the mass of the k-th nuleus and zk its harge, the \exat"non-relativisti Hamiltonian readsH = � MXk=1 1mk��xk � NXi=1 �xi � NXi=1 MXk=1 zkjxi � �xkj(12) + X1�i<j�N 1jxi � xjj + X1�k<l�M zk zlj�xk � �xlj :The �rst term in the Hamiltonian H represents the kineti energy of thenulei, the seond term that of the eletrons, the third term the attrationbetween eletrons and nulei, the fourth and the �fth terms the interele-troni and the internulear repulsions respetively. To write this Hamilton-ian, all the physial onstants have been set to one for simpliity. The spaeof the physial states is a tensor produt of the subspaes Hn and He ofthe nulear and eletroni wave funtions. For hemial systems made up ofmore than two or three partiles, the problem of solving diretly equation(1) with the Hamiltonian H given by (12) is of too muh a large size to bediretly takled by standard numerial methods and it is then neessary toapproximate it.4.1. The adiabati approximation. A standard approximation methodis the so-alled adiabati approximation. Briey speaking, it onsists ingetting rid of the fast dynamis of the eletrons by assuming that at anytime the eletrons are in the eletroni ground state, whih of ourse dependson the time via the nulear oordinates. In a some ases, the adiabatiapproximation means that the eletrons remain in the k-th exited state, kbeing independent of time, but for simpliity, we shall only deal here withthe ground state. More preisely, the nulei are assumed to interat withthe eletrons through the potentialU(�x1; � � � ; �xM ) = inf fh e;He(�x1; � � � ; �xM ) �  ei;  e 2 He; k ek = 1g(13)where He denotes the eletroni Hamiltonian



CONTROL THEORY APPLIED TO QUANTUM CHEMISTRY: SOME TRACKS. 11
He(�x1; � � � ; �xM ) = � NXi=1 �xi � NXi=1 MXk=1 zkjxi � �xk(t)j + X1�i<j�N 1jxi � xjj :(14)Next, the nulear motion is treated either as a quantum problemi� n�t = Hn n(15)with Hn = � MXk=1��xk + U(�x1; � � � ; �xM ) + X1�k<l�M zk zlj�xk � �xlj ;(16)or as a semi-lassial problem, or also, whih is most frequently the ase, asa lassial problem. In the latter ase, the system reads8>><>>: mk d2�xkdt2 (t) = �r�xk0�U(�x1(t); � � � ; �xM (t)) + X1�l<m�M zl zmj�xl � �xmj1AU(�x1; � � � ; �xM ) = inf fh e;He(�x1; � � � ; �xM ) �  ei;  e 2 He; k ek = 1g(17)

The adiabati approximation is in fat the generalization of the Born--Oppenheimer approximation to a time-dependent setting.In pratie, the minimization problem (13) has to be approximated, as in thetime-independent ase, by one of the standard (Hartree-Fok [18℄ or DensityFuntional [13℄) method. The quantum nature of the problem is ompletelyenlosed in the potential U . The rest of the problem is a matter of lassialdynamis for the nulei moving along the hypersurfae of energy (see theonneted theory of hemial reation paths in [14℄). However, problem(17) remains very time-onsuming sine a time-independent minimizationproblem has to be solved for eah time step in order to ompute rU . Apossibility is to make an additional approximation �rst introdued by Carand Parrinello [9℄: it onsists in replaing the minimization problem bya �titious (non-physial) eletroni dynamis whih makes the eletroniwave funtion evolve in the neighbourhood of the adiabati state. From amathematial point of view, the Car-Parrinello method is investigated in [3℄.All the models desribed so far an be attaked in a ontrol theory approah.Nevertheless, we prefer to onentrate on another type of models, to whihwe now turn.4.2. A non-adiabati approximation. Unfortunately, the adiabati ap-proximation is not always valid. When a time-dependent eletri �eld isturned on, the eletrons do not stay in a well-de�ned Born-Oppenheimerenergy surfae, for this perturbation indues a priori transitions in theeletroni spetrum. Adaptations of the adiabati models an indeed bemade, but in order to deal with suh situations, the following approximationmethod is often used. Firstly, the nulei are onsidered as lassial pointpartiles. In the sequel, this is refered to as the point nulei approximation.



12 CLAUDE LE BRISLike that of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the physial justi�ationof the point nulei approximation omes from the fat that nulei are muhheavier than eletrons. Consequently, the quantum nature of the nulei anbe negleted with good reason in most appliations8. The point nulei ap-proximation is almost always valid in Chemistry: the state of the system isthen desribed at time t by ��xk(t); d�xkdt (t)�1�k�M ;  e(t)! 2 IR6M � N̂i=1L2(IR3;Cj 2);(18)where �xk(t) and d�xkdt (t) denote respetively the position and the speed of thek-th nulear at time t and where  e(t) denotes the eletroni wave funtion attime t. The motion of the eletrons is ontrolled by the eletroni Shr�odingerequation i � e�t = He(t) e;(19)where the eletroni Hamiltonian readsHe(t) = � NXi=1 �xi � NXi=1 MXk=1 zkjxi � �xk(t)j + X1�i<j�N 1jxi � xjj(20)Note that He(t) ats on the eletroni variables only; the nulear oordinates�xk(t) are parameters. Chemial reations are then desribed by the systemonsisting of (19) together withmk d2�xkdt2 (t) = �r�xkW (t; �x1(t); � � � �xM (t))(21)where W (t; �x1; � � � ; �xM ) = � MXk=1 ZIR3 zk �(t; x)jx� �xkj dx+ X1�k<l�M zk zlj�xk � �xlj :(22)and �(t; x) = N ZIR3(N�1) j ej2(t; x; x2; � � � ; xN ) dx2 � � � dxN denotes the ele-troni density. The above two equations mean that eah nuleus movesaording to the Newton dynamis in the eletrostati potential reated bythe other nulei and by the mean eletroni density �.The point nulei approximation enables one to deal with the nulear partof the system. Now, as in the time-independent setting, the eletroniShr�odinger equation annot be solved diretly and additional approxima-tions are neessary.A possibility we shall fous on is to use the Hartree-Fok approximation: itonsists in foring the wave funtion to move on the manifold8Again, not all appliations, but we need to be shemati.



CONTROL THEORY APPLIED TO QUANTUM CHEMISTRY: SOME TRACKS. 13A = � e(x1; � � � ; xn) = 1pN !det(�i(xj)); �i 2 H1(IR3;Cj );ZIR3 �i � ��j = Æij�(23)of He and in replaing equation (19) by the stationarity ondition for theation Z T0 h e(t); (i�t e(t)�He(t) e(t))i dt:(24)The assoiated Euler-Lagrange equations [26℄ readi��i�t = �H��i + NXj=1 �ij�j(25)with �H� = ��� MXk=1 zkj � ��xkj +0� NXj=1 j�j j2 ? 1jxj1A� NXj=1���j � ? 1jxj��j :(26)We draw the reader's attention on the fat that, again, this approximationhas reated nonlinearity.The system under study ouples the eletroni Hartree-Fok evolutionequation with the nulear dynamis and reads9:8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>: i��i�t = ���i � MXk=1 zkj � ��xk(t)j�i +0� NXj=1 j�j j2 ? 1jxj1A�i � NXj=1���j�i ? 1jxj��jmk d2�xkdt2 (t) = �r�xkW (t; �x1(t); � � � �xM (t))�i(0) = �0i ; �xk(0) = �x0k; d�xkdt (0) = �v0k:
(27)
with W (t; �x1; � � � �xM ) = � MXk=1 NXi=1h�i(t)j zkj � ��xkj j�i(t)i+ X1�k<l�M zk zlj�xk � �xlj :(28)Inidentally, let us mention that a lot of theoretial work remains tobe done onerning the rigorous foundations of the time-dependent mod-els above. Although, we have plenty of information at our disposal (mainlyasymptoti limits) to understand to whih extent the stationary models ofQuantum Chemistry approximate the stationary Shr�odinger equation, wemiss suh results in the time dependent setting.9Let us notie that in alulations on large biologial systems, the hemial systemunder onsideration is sometimes split into two parts, the �rst one being omputed withQuantum Mehanis, the other one with Classial Mehanis. The system obtained thenis of the same form as (27).



14 CLAUDE LE BRIS5. A toy modelTaking only one eletroni wavefuntion and one nuleus in the abovesystem (27) leads to the following simpler system:8>>>>><>>>>>: i���t (t; x) = ���(t; x) + V (x� �x(t))�(t; x) +�j�j2 ? 1jxj� (t; x)�(t; x)md2�xdt2 (t) = h�(t)jrV (� � �x(t))j�(t)i�(0; �) = �0; �x(0) = �x0; d�xdt (0) = �v0;
(29)
where V (x) = � Zjxj (Z being given).Understanding the mathematial properties of this latter system is enoughto ompletely understand that of the original system (27). A omplete studyof the Cauhy problem for (29) has been given in [6℄. The ase when themoleular system is subjeted to an eletri �eld has also been studied,therefore preparing the groundwork for a study of the laser ontrol in thissetting. In fat, system (29) may be further simpli�ed into8<: i���t (t; x) = ���(t; x)� Zjxj�(t; x) +�j�j2 ? 1jxj� (t; x)�(t; x)�(0; �) = �0;(30)where we get rid of the moving nuleus and replae it by a �xed one at theorigin. Although system (29) and system (30) do not exatly exhibit thesame mathematial properties (the onservation law for energy is slightlydi�erent), we believe it is enough for a �rst step to understand the ontrolproblem on the toy model (30). In [8℄, we therefore investigate the followingoptimal ontrol problem that we formulate somewhat vaguely here : let usbe given some �nal time T , some onstant � > 0, some initial state  0(�)and some target state  T (�), both living, at least, in L2(IR3),Find some eletri �eldE(t); minimizinginffk (t = T; �)�  T (�)k2 + �kE(�)k2g(31)where  (t = T; �) is value at time t = T of the solution to8>>>><>>>>: i���t (t; x) = ���(t; x)� Zjxj�(t; x) +�j�j2 ? 1jxj� (t; x)�(t; x)+E(t)x1�(t; x)�(0; �) = �0:(32)One may �nd in equation (32) the general diÆulties of the type of prob-lems we onsider : the equation is nonlinear, nonloal, and features a poten-tial that is both loally singular and long ranged. We therefore believe thata omplete study of this question will give some valuable insight into themore general problem of ontrol. Needless to say, other simpli�ed \model"problems ould as well be onsidered.



CONTROL THEORY APPLIED TO QUANTUM CHEMISTRY: SOME TRACKS. 156. ConlusionIn our opinion, Quantum Chemistry is an unexplored �eld for experts atControl Theory that is worthwhile investigating.Having in mind the appliations related to the laser ontrol of hemialreations, we have given a short (not exhaustive) list of time dependent mod-els, onentrating on the time-dependent Hartree-Fok model, that seems tous the most interesting. However, in this list and in the models mentioned inthe numerous referenes we have given10, the reader an pik out any modeland study it from the ontrol theory standpoint : suh a study will ertainlygive some preious insight into the whole hierarhy of models. Anyhow, theommunity of applied mathematiians an bene�t from the studies made byhemists on these topis.In the variety of models that an be used to simulate the evolution of amoleular system (or more generally the interation of moleular systemsthrough hemial reations), it is ruial to understand questions suh asthe following one. Should we approximate the \exat" Shr�odinger equationby some numerially tratable theoretial model, then apply the mahineryof ontrol theory to this model, and �nally get into the numeris, or shouldwe proeed the other way round, applying the ontrol theory to the exatSh�odinger equation, and next try to approximate things, ontinuously andthen numerially11 (See Figure 2)? Of ourse, many intermediate ways analternatively be followed ...We have onentrated on purpose on the theoretial aspets of ontroltheory applied to quantum hemistry. However, a ompanion artile ouldbe written, the fous being this time on the omputational aspets. Indeed,the numerial optimization problems are numerous and interesting in Quan-tum Chemistry. They are not all issued from an optimization related to anoptimal ontrol problem for the laser ontrol of hemial reation: they alsoarise in other ontexts. In any ase, they exhibit some very peuliar features,that an be either advantages or disadvantages from the pratial viewpoint.To mention just one feature, let us say that in Quantum Chemistry, the gra-dient of the energy with respet to some parameters of the problem (like thepositions of nulei) often admits an expliit analyti expression, whih rarelyours in the everyday life of engineering sienes ! Speial algorithms haveto be used or designed, taking bene�t of suh a feature, and of other onesof the same peuliarity. This makes Quantum hemistry also a rih �eld ofinvestigation for researhers interested by suh omputational issues.In addition, we have onentrated on the optimal ontrol problem, mainlybeause we believe the exat ontrollability question to be too diÆult. Evenin the most \simple" ases [1℄, bilinear ontrol is quite an ahievement.However, there may be some simpli�ed problems, for instane orrespondingto �nite dimensional approximations of the PDE, where that question ouldbe tratable.Likewise, other questions of interest suh as robustness issues (See [38℄)may be addressed.10why not use a moleular dynamis model like those of [15, 17, 33℄, oupled with aquantum model for the reative part of the system, if neessary?11Obviously, we prefer the �rst strategy whih we suspet to be more eÆient...
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